
SOME REMARKS CONCERNING CATEGORIES 
AND SUBSPACES 

J. R. ISBELL 

Introduction. This paper is primarily a brief elaboration on the axioms 
for a bicategory introduced in (3). From this point of view, the main aim is the 
development of the structure of certain systems of topological and uniform 
spaces, and the present paper merely points out some very general properties 
which follow from axioms so weak that they are satisfied by any system likely 
to be considered. However, from the point of view of the general theory of 
categories, the main content of this paper consists of a definition and certain 
technical observations which tend to justify the particular axioms used. The 
following remarks must serve as introduction for both viewpoints. 

A category is an algebroid system analogous to a group. Rather than define 
a category here we define a category of mappings, which is analogous to a 
group of transformations. A category of mappings (Q, A, B) consists of a 
collection Q of sets, called spaces, a collection A of functions on spaces into 
spaces, called mappings, and a subset B of A X A X A consisting of those 
triples (/, g, h) such that h is the composed mapping g °f. The sole require
ments are that A is closed under composition and contains, for each space 
X in Q, the identity function i: X —> X. In particular, a group A of trans
formations on a set X forms a category if we take Q = {X} and 
B = {(a, b, ba)\a and b in A}. 

With many mathematical structures there are naturally associated cate
gories of mappings. For example, with a collection Q of groups we may 
associate the category A of all homomorphisms on elements of Q into elements 
of Q. Many natural correspondences involve transformations of one category 
into another. This is most familiar in algebraic topology; for example, in 
associating with a space X a homology group H(X) one also associates to 
each continuous function / ; X —» Y a homomorphism / ' : H(X) —> H(Y)* 
However, the phenomenon is also common in general topology. For example,, 
the Stone-Cech compactification induces such a transformation. Passage from 
a space X to its ring of real-valued continuous functions C(X) is an instance 
of a contravariant transformation, in that a function / ; X —» Y induces a 
homomorphism in the opposite direction,/*: C(Y) —> C(X). 

A category is in the first place an abstract algebra, or at least an abstract 
structure resembling an algebra. The first section of this paper establishes 
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some simple propositions on homomorphisms and congruence relations in 
categories. For example (as in algebras), a one-to-one homomorphism is an 
isomorphism (1.1). However, the general homomorphism is not determined 
by the congruence relation which it induces (1.2). 

For the applications one may wish to consider more structure than is given 
by the law of composition. For example, in a category of mappings (<2, Ay B) 
one may be concerned with those mappings / ; X —> Y which embed X as a 
subspace of Y. Such mappings have special properties expressible in terms of 
the algebra of composition; for example, such a n / always satisfies the cancel
lation law fg = fh implies g = h. In any particular category the concept of 
"subspace" may or may not be definable in terms of the algebra of com
position. The question has been considered how to impose axioms on a subset 
/ of A so that / may reasonably be interpreted to be the set of all embeddings 
of subspaces. Axioms have been given (involving more than this) by MacLane 
in (5) and by the author in (3); the more elaborate structure so defined is 
called a bicategory. 

The second section of this paper is a study of conditions on a subset / of a 
category A in order that A may be represented as a category of mappings 
in such a way that / is just the class of embeddings of subspaces. First we 
consider conditions for an isomorphic representation of A so that mappings in 
/ become actual inclusion functions f:X—> F, where X is a subset of Y. 
Five conditions are taken from (5), and a sixth is shown to be necessary. 
We sketch a proof that the six conditions are sufficient (2.2). But at this 
point we have an already formidable battery of axioms, which still do not 
cover all the primitive terms of bicategory theory. In search of simplicity 
we turn in another direction. 

A skeleton of a category is a certain kind of subcategory. Given a category of 
mappings (Q, A, B)y a skeleton is obtained as follows. A mapping / Ç A is 
an isomorphism provided / i s one-to-one onto and the function/ - 1 is an element 
of A. Then let K be a subset of Q consisting of just one space from each 
isomorphism type. The set of all mappings in A whose domain and range are 
in K is a skeleton of A. (Any two skeletons of A are isomorphic categories.) 
Then we define two categories to be coextensive if they have isomorphic 
skeletons. We seek conditions on a subset / of A in order that A be coextensive 
with a category of mappings in such a way that the mappings in I correspond 
to functions gfh, where/ is an inclusion function and g and h are isomorphisms. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions are (1) for / in / , fg = fh implies 
g = h, and (2) / contains all isomorphisms and is closed under composition 
with isomorphisms (2.4). 

The third section of the paper gives the bicategory axioms of (3), with a 
few elementary consequences and some discussion of examples. In particular, 
modulo the identification of coextensive categories, the subspace concept in 
groups and in compact spaces is definable in terms of the algebra of com
position. This is not true in MacLane's more delicate theory (5). It is not 
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proposed to supplant categorical isomorphism with coextension. However, it 
is suggested that considerable work remains to be done, at least in general 
topology, in the study of coextensive invariants of categories of continuous 
functions. For such work the present system of axioms has substantial 
advantages. 

The author is indebted for discussions and suggestions, particularly to 
Saunders MacLane, and also to James Case, Pierre Conner, Melvin Henriksen, 
and Dana Scott. 

I. Categories. We begin with a formal definition of a category which is 
virtually the same as the one given in (2). 

Definition. A category is an ordered pair {A, B) of sets, where B is a subset 
of A X A X A and the following conditions are met. 

(a) For each / , g, in A, there is at most one h m A such that (/, g, h) is in 
B; such an h is designated gf. 

(b) For each f in A there exist (i) at least one i in A such that if exists 
and for all x in A, (1) if ix exists then ix = x, and (2) if xi exists then xi = x; 
and (ii) at least one j in A satisfying (1) and (2) and such that fj exists. 

(c) (i) If fg and gh exist then (fg)h exists, f(gh) exists, and (fg)h = f(gh)\ 
(ii) if (fg)h exists then gh exists; (iii) iîf(gh) exists then f g exists. 
Uniqueness of the i and j of condition (b) follows, as shown herewith. Let us 
call an element of A an identity if it satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). Suppose 
i'f exists, and if = f. Then if = i'(if), and i'i exists by (c). If i is an identity 
then i'i = i' and i' is not an identity unless i' = i. 

The axioms are satisfied by any semigroup A with unit. However, that is 
not the most interesting sort of category. The sort of ''category" one would 
like to study is illustrated by the l'collection" of all continuous functions 
/ : X —» F, where X and Y are compact spaces and the composition gf is the 
functional composition g °f. Such a collection of course involves the paradoxes 
of set theory. 

A perfectly proper description of categories which are too large to be sets 
can be given, for example, in terms of Hilbert-Bernays set theory. Eilenberg 
and MacLane pointed this out in (2), and MacLane actually carried it out in 
(5). Until the theory develops further it seems reasonable to duck the com
plications involved in this development, so far as possible. In this paper we 
can do this, in spite of the fact that we are concerned primarily with applica
tions to proper classes. All the theorems are stated for sets. In most cases 
the application may properly be interpreted along the following simple 
line: a proposition asserted, for example, for (the class of) all continuous 
functions may as well be asserted for (the set of) all continuous functions on 
spaces whose points are a subset of a fixed set S, for each S. This interpreta
tion is not right for the representation theorems; generalization of 2.4 or of 
3.5, for example, to apply to proper classes, is an unsolved problem. Aside 
from this, the entire argument could be carried out in Zermelo set theory. 
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To introduce another convention: a category may reasonably be regarded 
as an ordered triple (Q, A, B), where Q is a collection of spaces, A a collection 
of mappings, and B a subset of A X A X A giving the law of composition in 
A. Since the algebra of mappings is the center of interest, we have defined a 
category as a pair (A, B) ; one or another set Q of spaces may be considered 
to provide a representation. In conformity with algebraic (and topological) 
usage, we may speak of A alone as the category, letting the law of composition 
be understood. However, in examples, we may name Q alone, as in "the cate
gory of all groups" ; in such a case it is to be understood that A consists of the 
usual mappings oi such objects (if Q consists of the groups then A consists of 
their homomorphisms), and B gives the usual law of functional composition. 
Note, though, that other classes of mappings may be explicitly indicated, 
and in particular, in speaking of a subcategory there is no presumption that 
all possible mappings are included. For example, it may be convenient to 
refer to a subcategory consisting of one group G, one subgroup H, and one 
isomorphism of H into G. 

Yet another convention: a function f: G —> H is an ordered triple (/, G, H)> 
where / is a single-valued relation in G X H, G is the set of arguments of / , 
and H contains the set/(G) of values of/. H is called the range of / ; / (G) has 
no particular name. In loose talk we may call/(G) the image of G or of/, but 
we need the technical term image for another use. 

In an abstract category A the terms domain and range are applied to the 
handiest objects which suggest the domain and range of a function. Speci
fically, the domain of/, 8(f), is that identity i such that fi exists; and the 
range p(f) is that identi ty/ such that j / exists. 

Note that a category may be regarded as an "algebra" with one operation 
fg, or with three operations, including 8 and p. In either case it is not precisely 
an algebra, since fg is not defined for all pairs. However, with the three opera
tions one has a structure which is quite nearly algebraic; the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of fg is that 8(f) = p(g). (Proof omitted.) 
One could throw in a zero and define fg = 0 if fg is not otherwise defined; 
however, 8(0) and p(0) would raise new problems. So far as is known, the 
structure of categories is not adequately described by any strictly algebraic 
formulation. 

Eilenberg and MacLane have shown (2, Appendix) that every abstract 
category may be represented as a category of sets and functions. Specifically, 
a concrete category is defined as an ordered pair (Q, A), where A is a set of 
functions on elements of Q into elements of Q, and the axioms are 

0. For each / in A, the domain and range of / are in Q. 
1. Every identity function i: X—>X whose domain is in Q is a member of A. 
2. For any f:X-*Y and g: Y-» Z in A, gf: X -> Z is in A. 

Either Q or A may be called the category when the meaning is apparent. 
Every concrete category (Q, A) determines an abstract category (A, B) in 
the obvious way; the representation theorem is that every abstract category 
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(A',B') is isomorphic with such a category, where isomorphism has the obvious 
meaning. 

Specifically, an isomorphism of (A',Bf) upon (A,B) consists of a one-to-
one correspondence r of A' onto A such t h a t the induced correspondence of 
A' XA'XA' o n t o ^ 3 , 

(f,g,h)->(r(f),T(g),T(h)), 

maps Bf onto B. A homomorphism is a mapping r : A' —* A satisfying (a) if 
fg exists in A ' then r (/) r (g) exists and is r (/g), and (b) if / is an ident i ty in 
A' then r(J) is an ident i ty in A. One m a y replace (b) (in the presence of (a) ; 
proof omitted) with the conditions ôr = TÔ and pr = rp. A subcategory of A 
is a subset closed under composition, <5, and p. Clearly every intersection of 
subcategories is a subcategory; thus every subset generates a subcategory, 
and in part icular for each homomorphism r : A —* A' there is a least sub
category containing r{A), which is called the image of A under r. T h e homo
morphism r also determines an equivalence relation r in A, xry if T(X) = r(y); 
an equivalence relation obtainable in this way is called a congruence relation. 
A homomorphic image B of A is called an identification category of A, and 
T: A —> ^ an identification mapping, in case the following is t rue : whenever 
c : 4̂ —> C is a homomorphism such t h a t the congruence relation s determined 
by a contains the congruence relation r determined by r, then there exists a 
homomorphism £: J3 —» C such t h a t J ° r = a\ 

T h e rest of this section is devoted to establishing the following results. 

1.1. ( F I R S T ISOMORPHISM T H E O R E M ) . If T: A —>A' is a one-to-one homo

morphism then A is isomorphic with its image under r. 

1.2. Every homomorphism determines an identification category, not necessarily 
isomorphic with the image. 

1.3. The congruence relations on A form a complete lattice L(A). However, 
if T is a particular member of L(A), and Af the identification category determined 
by r , the lattice L(Ar) and the sublattice of L{A) consisting of all relations con
taining r need not be isomorphic. 

1.4. For homomorphisms 

T:A->A', a \ A ' - > A ' \ P:A'->A", 

if a o r = / 3 ° r then a and f3 coincide on the image of A. Hence if T: A —> B is an 

identification mapping and a: A —> C is a homomorphism divisible by r then the 

solution of £r = a is unique. 

1.5. Every homomorphic image of a category A is an identification category 

of an identification category of A. 

Proposition 1.1 is valid for algebras and is sometimes called the First Iso
morphism Theorem. Sometimes such names are applied to certain theorems 
which are significant only for systems having a zero. At any rate , the negative 
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s ta tements in 1.2 and 1.3 assure t h a t none of the results commonly called the 
Second Isomorphism Theorem is valid for categories. 

Proof of 1.1. Let r be a one-to-one homomorphism of A onto the subset B 

of A'. Then B is closed under b and p. (This is t rue even if r is not one-to-one.) 
In B, the general element has the form r(x) ; and 

r(x) r(y) exists in A' <=> br(x) = pr(y) <̂> rb(x) = rp(y) 

<=> b(x) = p(y) <=> xy exists in A <=> r(x) 7(3;) = T(X^) in B. 

Therefore B is a subcategory, r is one-to-one onto B, and r : yl —> 5 is an 
isomorphism. 

For 1.2 and 1.3 we need the lemma 

1.6. An equivalence relation in a category A which determines the set C of 
equivalence classes c is a congruence relation if and only if 

(1) the set product cd of any two members of C is a subset of a member of C, and 

(2) the sets 5(c) and p(c) are subsets of members of C. 

Proof. Clearly a congruence relation has these propert ies . Conversely let 
the par t i t ion C satisfy (1) and (2). Let the category B consist of the members 
of C, and other elements to be described. For c £ C, 5(c) in A is a subset of 
some element of C; on the other hand, the set b(c) is no t empty , and thus it 
lies in a unique member b'(c) of C. Similarly p in A induces an operator p 
in C. Altogether let B consist of all ordered ^- tuples (words) of elements of 
C, (ci, . . . , cn), such t h a t for 1 < i < w — 1, 8'(Ci) = pf(ci+i), b u t the produc t 
in A of the sets cu ci+i, is empty . (Tha t is, b(ci) and p(ci+i) are disjoint subsets 
of the same element of C.) Define 

ô'(Ci, . . . , Cn) = Ô'(cn), p'(Ci, . . . , Cn) = p ' (Cl) . 

T h e product in B of (ci, . . . , cn) and (ôi, . . . , bm) is defined if and only if 
b'(cn) = p(bi). lib(cn) C\ p(bi) = 0 then the product is (ci, . . . , cn,bly . . . , bm). 
Otherwise cnb\ is a non-empty subset of a unique member d of C; and, sup
pressing an induction, we describe the product as the word (ci, . . . , cn_i, 
djb2, . . . , bm), contracted as far as possible by further mult ipl icat ion. 

I t is easily seen t h a t we have defined a category B. T h e function r : A —> B 
which takes each member of A to its C-equivalence class is a homomorphism, 
and thus C defines a congruence relation. Fur thermore , B is an identification 
category. W e have finished the proof of 1.6 and begin on the 

Proof of 1.2. Given the si tuat ion above, with the homomorphism r : A —» B\ 
and given a homomorphism a: A —>D cons tan t on each equivalence class c 
of the par t i t ion C; to construct a homomorphism J: B —> D such t h a t £r = a. 
For one-letter words c G B, let £(c) be the cons tan t value of a(x), for any 
x Ç c in A. Since a is a homomorphism, therefore 

**(<0 = # ( c ) , P*(c) = I P ( C ) . 
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Then if (ci,c2) is a word in B, necessarily ^(ci)^(c2) exists in D. Define £(ci, £2) 
to be £(ci)£fe); and so on by induction. By definition £r = a, and clearly £ 
is a homomorphism. 

T h a t the identification category need not be isomorphic with the image is 
perhaps obvious, bu t we give an example. The homomorphism cannot be one-
to-one on identities, for the freedom in the image arises only where new 
products are defined. Accordingly consider the category A with four elements, 
xo,Xuy0,yi; 

p(xt) = 8(xi) = xo, p(yt) = 5{yi) = y0t i = 0, 1; 

thus xo and yo act as identities; and finally, Xi2 = Xi, yi2 = 3/1. (A typical 
realization of A is on a pair of linear spaces, each with its ident i ty mapping 
and one projection upon a proper subspace.) Consider the category B with 
four elements, z0, Zi, z2, 212, all idempotent , Zo an identi ty, Z\2 a zero, Z\Z2 

= Z2Z1 = Z12. There is a homomorphism r : A —» i? given by 

T(X 0 ) = r(;yo) = 20, r (xi) = Zi, T ( ^ I ) = z2. 

B is the image; bu t the identification category determined by r is neither 
finite nor commutat ive . 

For the proof of 1.3, it is clear from 1.6 tha t every intersection of congruence 
relations is a congruence relation. Hence any equivalence relation generates 
a least containing congruence relation, and L(A) is a complete lattice. In the 
example in the proof of 1.2, L(A) is a finite lattice, while the identification 
category clearly has infinitely many congruence relations. This finishes 1.3. 

T h e proof of 1.4 is a trivial induction. 
For 1.5 we establish a lemma. 

1.7. Let T: A —> B be a homomorphism which is one-to-one on identities. Then 
the identification category determined by r is isomorphic with the image of A 
under r. 

Proof. From the proof of 1.6 we see t ha t the homomorphism r* of A upon 
the identification category A' is onto unless for some equivalence classes, 
Ci, c2, the sets 5(ci) and p{c2) are disjoint subsets of the same equivalence class. 
This is impossible when r is one-to-one on identities. Bu t then the quot ient 
homomorphism £ : A' —•» B is one-to-one, since otherwise r = £r* would deter
mine a larger congruence relation on A. Then 1.1 applies, and 1.7 is proved. 

Proof of 1.5. From the proof of 1.6 we see t ha t every identi ty in an identi
fication category is the image of an identi ty in A. Hence the induced mapping 
of the identification category upon the image is one-to-one on identities, 
1.7 applies, and 1.5 is proved. 

II . S u b s p a c e s . In (3) there is given a simplified version of MacLane ' s 
axioms for a bicategory (crudely: a category with subspaces), which will be 
used in the concluding portion of this paper. The simplified version has a 
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somewhat different motivation than (may be presumed for) the original, and 
it seems likely that a combination of the two may survive. Basically, the 
simplification involves a broader notion of equivalence. In (5) MacLane 
investigates properties invariant under isomorphism. Below we define a 
relation of coextension, and we shall be concerned with coextensive invariants. 
Isomorphic categories or bicategories are coextensive, but not conversely. 

This section illustrates the two viewpoints—mainly the cruder one— 
in examining the question what axioms must be imposed on subspaces in 
order that they behave like subsets. 

A function f:X—> F is called an inclusion function provided X is a subset 
of Y and fix) = x for all x in X. Given a category A and a subset / of A, 
under what conditions can A be represented as a concrete category so that 
the mappings in / , and no others, become inclusion functions? Five clearly 
necessary conditions are 

(1) every identity is in / , 
(2) / is closed under composition (by (1) and (2), / is a subcategory), 
(3) / = Û1 w i t h / and g in / implies h is in / , 
(4) fg = fh w i t h / in / implies g = h, and 
(5) I contains at most one element with given domain and range. 

These conditions have been recognized by MacLane and incorporated mutatis 
mutandis into his axioms (5). A sixth condition is necessary and, for the 
immediate question, sufficient; but we shall merely sketch the proof (2.2). 

Let two elements of A, / and g, be called equivalent if there is a finite chain 
(Ai, . . . , hn), hi = / , hn = g, such that for 1 < i < n — 1, either hi = jihi+1 

or hi+i = jihu for some j t in / . Supposing I to be the set of inclusion functions 
of a concrete category, equivalence of / and g implies that / and g have the 
same domain and values. Therefore we may demand (6) two equivalent ele
ments of A having the same range are identical. 

Remark 2.1. The conditions (1)—(5) do not imply (6). In fact, one can 
construct a system satisfying all the axioms and conventions of (5) for bicate
gories, in which the class of injections (in the language of (5)) does not satisfy 
(6). The construction is straightforward but too tedious and unsurprising 
to give here. 

Remark 2.2. The conditions (1) —(6) imply that A is isomorphic with a 
concrete category in such a way that / corresponds precisely to the inclusion 
functions. The reasons for omitting the somewhat lengthy proof are (a) 
that the result seems to be useless both in the context of MacLane's theory, 
where it is not strong enough, and in the context of this paper, where it is 
irrelevant; and (b) it is a mere modification of the Eilenberg-MacLane repre
sentation of (2). In fact, A is partitioned into equivalence classes by the 
relation of equivalence defined above; carry through the Eilenberg-MacLane 
construction and then choose a representative / 0 of each equivalence class 
[/], and replace each occurrence of / by /0 . The representation is preserved 
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because of assumption (6), the elements of I become inclusion functions 
because of (4), and there are no other inclusion functions because of (1)—(3). 
(Condition (5) is an easy consequence of (6).) 

In any category A, f is said to be an isomorphism if there exists a mapping 
f~l in A such t ha t ff~l is an identi ty and f~lf is an identi ty. In a concrete 
category we call / an injection if / has the form gih, where i is an inclusion 
function and g and h are isomorphisms. Two injections / and g are equivalent 
if there is an isomorphism j such t h a t fj = g. An equivalence class of injec
tions into X is called a subspace of X. (Thus a subspace has a fixed range, 
and (speaking imprecisely) a fixed " image," bu t the domain is determined only 
up to isomorphism.) 

One might ask under wha t conditions a category A can be represented 
wi th a prescribed family / of injections. Clearly / mus t contain all isomor
phisms and be closed under composition with isomorphisms. Fur ther , the 
cancellation condition (4) above must hold. More arcane properties can be 
found, for example, if X has m subspaces isomorphic with Y ( m a cardinal 
number) , then A contains m spaces isomorphic with Y. But this is not wha t 
we want . 

Accordingly we define a skeleton K of a category A as follows. A subcategory 
5 of A is full in case the hypotheses 8(f) Ç 5 and p(f) Ç 5 imply / Ç S. 
Two identities, i, j , are isomorphic or equivalent if there exist i somorphisms/ , g, 
such t ha t fg = i and gf = j . Then a skeleton is a full subcategory K including 
exactly one identi ty from each equivalence class. 

2.3. All skeletons of a category A are pairwise isomorphic. 

Proof. Let K, Kf be two skeletons of A. For each identi ty i in K there is 
exactly one equivalent identi ty i' in K', and a t least one isomorphism f in A 
such that f~1f=i,ff~1 = i'. For each i in K choose one s u c h / . For any g in K, 
let / i be the isomorphism associated with 8 (g), f2 the isomorphism associated 
with p(g). Then gf = figfi~l is in K', and the transformation g-^gf is evidently 
an isomorphism. 

We define two categories to be coextensive if they have isomorphic skeletons. 
In the ordinary parlance of algebra and topology, outside of homology theory, 
the distinction between coextensive categories is commonly ignored. This 
is not to say t ha t it ought to be ignored; bu t one may properly investigate 
those properties of categories which are coextensive invariants . 

If we prescribe a class / of injections in a category A, and / satisfies the 
modest requirement of including all isomorphisms and being closed under 
composition with isomorphisms, then for any skeleton K of A the family 
K C\ I also has these properties. Fur ther , I is determined by K C\ I. (Proof 
omitted.) Note , though, t ha t the definition of injections for a concrete category 
does not relativize to a skeleton in general. If we agree t ha t in a skeleton of a 
concrete category (Q, B) the term injection is to be defined by reference to 
the whole category, then we have 
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2.4. A category A with a distinguished subset I is coextensive with a concrete 
category under an isomorphism of skeletons identifying I with the class of injec
tions, if and only if 

(1) / contains all isomorphisms and is closed under composition with iso
morphisms, and 

(2) for fin I and g and hin A,fg = fh implies g = h. 

W e preface the proof with some remarks and a lemma. T h e construct ion 
is a modification of t ha t of Ei lenberg-MacLane (2) ; like t h a t one, it does not 
extend to proper classes. For the lemma, let us introduce the term projection 
in a somewhat unusual way. Relat ive to a prescribed class / of injections, / 
is a projection if the h y p o t h e s i s / = gh, where g is an injection, implies g is an 
isomorphism. 

2.5. Under the conditions of 2.4, every isomorphism is a projection. 

Proof. I t suffices to consider identities, for if k is an isomorphism having 
a fac tor iza t ion/g , / a proper injection, then the range of k is f{gk~l). If the 
ident i ty i i s / g , / in / , we consider the mapping gf and its domain ( = its range) 

j . We have f(gf) = if = / = fj\ hence by condition (2), gf = j . T h u s / mus t 
be an isomorphism, as was to be shown. 

Proof of 2 A. T h e necessity of conditions (1) and (2) is clear. For the con
verse, choose a skeleton K of A, and let J = I C\ K. Le t Q be the set of all 
identities of K. W e mus t const ruct a concrete category (5, M) of spaces and 
mappings, having a skeleton K' involving a set Qf of spaces, with an isomor
phism of K upon K' identifying J with the injections. 

For each i in Q, let Xt be the set of all mappings in K with range i. Let 
Qf = {Xt\i É Q}. For each / in K, define f':XKf)-*Xp{f) by f (g) = fg. 
Let K' = \f\f £ K}. For each e l e m e n t / of / , / ' is one-to-one, by condition 
(2); let the set f (X^f)) be an element of S, and let 5 consist precisely of all 
these sets ( / ranging over / ) and all the elements of Q'. Let M consist of 

(a) the functions in K', 
(b) for each element / of J , the function / * agreeing wi th / ' on the domain 

XBV), with range (cut down to) f (X8(/)), the function ( /*)_ 1 , and the inclusion 
function i: f(X8(f)) —>Xp ( / ); and finally 

(c) finite compositions of functions in (a) and (b). 
Le t us call the functions under (b) b-mappings (b for basic). 

(5 , M) satisfies the axioms 0, 1,2, for a concrete category, obviously. (The 
identities on spaces not in Qf are compos i t ions /* ( /* ) _ 1 . ) Next , i f / is in J 
b u t not an isomorphism then the f u n c t i o n / ' is not on to ; in fact, the ident i ty 
p(/) is not in the range of/*, by 2.5. This shows t h a t each 6-mapping either 
is in K' or has a domain or range not in Qf. By induction, every mapping 
g Ç M whose domain and range are in Qf is an element of K''. Clearly each 
space in S is isomorphic with a t least one space in Q' ; K includes no two iso
morphic identit ies; if/ is not an ident i ty in K then f5 (J) 9^ 8(f), and therefore 
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Kr includes no isomorphism between two different spaces. Therefore K' is a 
skeleton ot M. 

Finally, it is clear t h a t K and K' are isomorphic and every element f oî J 
corresponds to an in j ec t ion / ' = if*. An induction shows t h a t every inclusion 
function in M is a 6-mapping; and then every injection gih in Kf corresponds 
to an element of / . This completes the proof of 2.4. 

III . B icategor ies . In a category A, a m a p p i n g / is left cancellable if fg = fh 
implies g = h, right cancellable if gf = hf implies g = h. A bicategory cé is an 
ordered triple (A, I, P), where A is a category and / and P are subsets of A 
whose members are called injections and projections, respectively, and 

3 . Both / and P are subcategories containing all the isomorphisms. 
4. Every mapping / in A is a composition gh of a projection h and an 

injection g. This decomposition, or factorization, is essentially unique; t h a t is, 
the only other such expressions of / are of the form (gj~l)(jh), where j is an 
isomorphism. 

5. (a) Every injection is left cancellable, (b) Every projection is r ight 
cancellable. 

T h e axioms are s ta ted for an abs t rac t category, bu t clearly 

3.1. Every bicategory (A, I, P) is coextensive with a concrete category under a 
correspondence representing I as the set of injections. 

For the axioms imply the hypothesis of 2.4. As for P, (3, Lemma 2.0) 
s ta tes 

2.0. In any bicategory, the mapping f is a projection if and only if f = gh, 
with g an injection, implies g is an isomorphism. 

One can also derive some of the results of (5) from these axioms. In par
ticular, if / = gh with / and g in I then h is in / , because of the uniqueness 
clause in Axiom 4. Thus we have the first four of the six properties of in
clusion functions listed a t the beginning of the previous section. Since t h e 
axioms 3—5 are preserved under passage to a skeleton K of A (replacing I 
with I C\K, P with P C\ K), bu t the fifth and sixth properties in the cited 
list are not so preserved, therefore the axioms imply all those properties of 
inclusion functions which are coextensive invariants . I do not know if this 
remark can be made precise. ( I t cannot be done by constructing a coextensive 
concrete bicategory with / = inclusions, because there could be no non-
identical isomorphisms.) But perhaps it conveys the idea. 

W h a t sort of category A can be made into a bicategory {A, I, P ) ? T o begin 
with, it suffices if A is a concrete category in which for every m a p p i n g / : X —-> Y 
the s e t / ( X ) is a space; the definitions are obvious and the proof is omit ted. 
Any category coextensive with a bicategory is, in a natural way, a bicategory. 
Let us consider a more restrictive condition. 

6. Every mapping which is left and right cancellable is an isomorphism. 
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3.2. A category satisfying Axiom 6 can be made into a bicategory in at most 
one way. 

Proof. Suppose A satisfies 6, and {A, 7, P) and {A, I', P') are two bicate-
gories. For a n y / in 7, consider the factorization/ = gh, g in 7', h in P'. Since 
/ is left cancellable, so is h (compute) ; since h is in P ' , it is also right cancel
lable and hence an isomorphism. Thus I is a subset of V'; by the same argu
ment, V is a subset of 7, and by 2.0, P = P' as well. 

The one way is, of course, with 7 = all left cancellable mappings, P = all 
right cancellable mappings. The conditions for this to make a bicategory are 
Axioms 3, 4, and 5; but 3 and 5 are trivial here. Axiom 4, in this case, implies 
6; hence we may reduce the axioms to 

3.3. The necessary and sufficient conditions on a category A in order that 
{A, 7, P) form a bicategory, where 7 consists of all left cancellable mappings 
and P of all right cancellable mappings, are (1) 7 and P generate A, (2) for i 
in 7 and p in P such that pi exists, there are i' in 7 and pf in P such that 
i'p' = pi, and (3) for i and i' in 7, if i' is not if for any isomorphism j , then 
there do not exist p and p' in P such that ip = i'p'. If V and Pr are sub
categories of 7 and of P , respectively, each containing all isomorphisms, then 
conditions (1)—(3) applied to V and Pr are necessary and sufficient in order 
that (A, 7', P ') be a bicategory. 

The proof is omitted. 

Axiom 6 may be regarded as a form of the First Isomorphism Theorem. 
It holds in many interesting categories; for example, in any exact category 
in the sense of (1), and in any equationally definable class of algebras with 
zero, in the sense of (4), where of course the mappings are the homomorphisms. 
In each case the proof is a routine exercise in the relevant theory. That the 
axiom is invalid for the most general types of algebras, and for some other 
types of systems, is illustrated by a rather trivial example. Consider all those 
algebras, (5, 0), where S is a ground set and 0 a set of finitary operations on 
5, which is empty, and the (non-existent) operations in 0 are subjected to the 
one requirement x — y. There are precisely two algebras and three homo
morphisms in any skeleton of this category, and Axiom 6 is clearly false. 
Thus if the axiom is to be satisfied one must exclude this sort of pathology. 
However, a category may contain this example and still satisfy Axiom 6, as is 
shown by the compact Hausdorff spaces. 

Another illustration is given by the category of all categories; precisely, the 
proper class i U 5 , where A is the class of all homomorphisms/: X —> Y, X 
and Y being categories which are sets, and B is the obvious subclass of A X A 
XA. In proving this, let us designate homomorphisms of categories by Latin 
letters, elements by Greek letters. Suppose / : X —> Y is cancellable on both 
sides. T h e n / is one-to-one on identities; for if/(a) = /(/3), a and ft identities, 
then a and /3 form a two-element category Z which is mapped into X by the 
inclusion function i: Z —> X, and another homomorphism j : Z —> X is denned 
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by j(a) = j(P) = a. Here fi = fj but i 5e j , a contradiction. Therefore if 
f(a) = f(P) for any two elements a and /3 of X, we may conclude ô(a) = ô(/3) 
and p(a) = p(/3). If 8(a) ^ p(a) then there is a four-element category con
sisting of a, /3, 8(a) and p(a), which clearly has two different homomorphisms 
into X which have the same composition with / . There remains the case 
ô(a) = p(a) = y. Then a, /3, and y generate a semigroup Z with unit y. Let 
Wbe the free semigroup with unit on two generators, <J, r. Then Wis a category, 
and there exist two homomorphisms h: W-^Z, k: W —> Z, determined by 
the conditions h(l) = k(l) = 7, A(o-) = fe(r) = a, h(r) = k(a) = /3. Com
posing h and & with the injection i: Z—>X, we obtain two category homo
morphisms ih: W —> X and i&: W —> X such that iA ^ i& but /iÂ = /ife. The 
contradiction establishes t h a t / must be one-to-one. Then by 1.1, / is an iso
morphism of X upon its image Z C F. It remains to show that if Z is a proper 
subcategory of F, then there exist a category £/ and two different homo
morphisms of F into U which coincide on Z. We omit the details of the argu
ment, which turns on constructing a free sum of two copies of F modulo the 
identification of the two copies of Z. 

Thus the neat structure described by Axioms 0—6 is not uncommon. We 
do not have it, however, in non-compact topological spaces. As noted in (3), 
what one typically finds in this example (say, all continuous mappings between 
Hausdorff spaces) is that the category A can be made a bicategory in two 
ways; once with all left cancellable mappings taken for injections, and again 
with every right cancellable mapping a projection. The common part, the 
two-sided cancellable mappings, consists of those one-to-one continuous 
functions whose image is a dense subspace of the range. The smaller classes 
of injections and of projections are then respectively the injections (in the 
ordinary sense) of closed subspaces, and the identification or quotient mappings. 

We have avoided the term ''quotient." The difficulty is in distinguishing 
between quotient and image. Now in groups, and in many other examples, 
the quotient and image in the usual sense are isomorphic; the distinction is a 
rather delicate one to make in an abstract setting, and the present bicategory 
axioms cannot do it. For work involving such distinctions one must use the 
original formulation of MacLane (5, see §11). In topology, however, the 
quotient and image are typically quite different. They arise not in the factor
ization belonging to one bicategorical structure, but in two different ones. 
Note that a topological quotient mapping is categorically definable;/: X —> F 
is a quotient mapping if and only if the equation/ = gh, with g left cancellable, 
implies g is an isomorphism. From each mapping h, of course, one can factor 
out the unique quotient mapping k such that h = jk with j left cancellable. 
A similar, but more complicated, description of images can be given by refer
ence to the one-point space. 

Thus we have discriminated the two main uses of the terms. Clearly they 
conflict, and we cannot anticipate a revision either in topology or in algebra. 
We need a term for the blurred quotient-or-image given by projections accord-
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ing to Axioms 0—5. Let it be quotient] precisely, a quotient is an equivalence 
class of projections under the equivalence relation denned by / ~ g when 
f = ig for some isomorphism i. (This is perfectly analogous to the definition 
of a subspace.) 

This choice frees the term "image," which happens to be wanted on several 
other counts. Some of these are (1) the use in the refined theory of bicategories, 
(2) the use, at least informally, for sets of values/(X), (3) the use in connec
tion with category homomorphisms (definition preceding 1.1), and (4) the 
following use. If <£ = [/] is an equivalence class of injections into X, and 
g: X —•» F a mapping, then the projection-injection factorization of gf yields 
a subspace of Y which is most naturally called the image of <j> under g. 

Now consider the propositions 1.3, on congruence relations, and 1.5, on 
identification categories. They are partially misleading, considered alone. 
But now we see that the trouble is that the congruence relations and identifi
cation categories have less to do with the categorical structure in this example 
than in either algebra or topology. If we replaced the concept of an identi
fication category with the concept of a quotient, defined as an image under a 
mapping having no proper left cancellable left factor, then we should find 
1.5 replaced by the proposition ' 'Every homomorphic image is a quotient." 
Similarly the lattice isomorphism denied in 1.3 could be rediscovered by look
ing at the lattice of images instead of the lattice of congruence relations. 

Next, the definition of a quotient in a bicategory (two paragraphs back) 
is more than merely analogous to the definition of a subspace; it is dual. 
The dual A* of any category A is (a category) in one-to-one correspondence 
with A, /«->/*, such that g*f* is defined if and only if fg is defined, and in 
that case g*f* = (fg)*. It follows (2) that A* is a category, «$(/*) - p(/)*, and 
p(/*) = 8(f)*. If (A, I, P) is a bicategory, then (.4*, I*, P*) is a bicategory 
(3), where /* is the image of P under/—>/*, and P* is the image of / . That is, 

3.4. Every bicategory has a dual, unique up to isomorphism, which is a bicategory. 

The proof is omitted. 

We conclude with an important definition and a sketch of an embedding 
theorem. A subcategory i2?of a bicategory ^ i s said to be regular if it is closed 
under factorization, i.e. if / i s an injection in ^ a n d g a projection in ^ and 
fg is in ^ , then / and g are in Ç&. A regular subcategory of a bicategory is of 
course a bicategory with the relativized sets of injections and projections. 
Every intersection of regular subcategories is regular, and therefore every 
subcategory (for that matter, every subset) is contained in a least regular 
subcategory. 

3.5. Every concrete category which is a bicategory may be embedded as a 
regular subcategory of a bicategory satisfying Axiom 6. 

The embedding is an isomorphism; if the concreteness hypothesis is re
moved, one gets coextension from 2.4. The proof is too long to give here, 
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mainly because of the first stage. In outline, the first stage is to enlarge the 
spaces suitably so t h a t mappings which are not injections cease to be one-to-
one. T h e third stage is to introduce a one-point space mapping into every 
space so t h a t mappings which are not one-to-one cease to be left cancellable; 
one mus t precede this by a stage assuring t h a t no existing one-point spaces 
are confused, which can be done by adding two zeros to each space. For the 
final stage, consider all pairs (X, F ) , X a subspace of Y. In each case form a 
space 2 consisting of the sum of three copies of Y with the three copies of X 
identified. Two copies would be enough so t h a t none of the old mappings, 
not a projection, remains r ight cancellable; to assure t h a t Y —» 2 (each of 
the three natura l mappings) is not right cancellable, provide 2 with a group 
of six motions permut ing the copies of F. Only six mappings with domain 
2 are admit ted . 

For the first stage, consider the general space X. Let S(X) be the set of all 
ordered pairs (a, r ) , a a subspace of X, i.e. an equivalence class of injections 
/ : F—>X, and r an equivalence class of projections g: Y —> Z under the 
relation g ~ gr ii gf = agb, a and b isomorphisms. The idea is t h a t a mapping 
h: X —> W which is not an injection has a right factor which is a proper pro
jection; something which is surely narrowed by the mapping is the possibility 
of forming further projections. T h u s we should like to transform quot ients of 
X to quotients of W, which we could do directly (for projections h) if the 
quot ients of a given domain formed a complete latt ice. As it is, we mus t 
build a complete latt ice. Accordingly call a subset T of S{X) residual pro
vided for each (<r, r) in T, f Ç a, g Ç r, T contains the equivalence classes of 
(1) all pairs (fi, gf), i an injection, g' the projection having the same domain 
as i arising in factorization of gi, and (2) all pairs (/, hg), h a projection. 
Replace X with the set X' consisting of the points of X and the residual sub
sets of S(X). For any mapping h: X —* W, extend h over X' by taking for 
h(T) the least residual set in S(W) containing the equivalence classes of all 
(/ ' , g') such t h a t for some (J, g), f € <r, g £ r, (c, r) € T, the following is 
t rue. T h e mapping hf has a f ac to r i za t ion /^ , k a projection; i.e. <rf is the image 
of a-. And g'k = g, i.e. g' induces g. T h e empty set is a residual subset of S(W) 
which may have to be used; however, the padded category is well defined 
and the straightforward verification of its properties may be omit ted. 
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